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Abstract
Antipollution legislation in automotive internal combustion engines requires active
control of pollutant formation and emissions. In addition to new technologies, like
selective catalyst systems or diesel particulate filters, predictive emission models
are needed. These models are of great use in the system calibration phase, and also
can be integrated for the engine control and on-board diagnosis tasks. In this paper, fuzzy modelling of the NOx emissions of a diesel engine is investigated, which
overcomes some drawbacks of pure engine mapping or analytical physical-oriented
models. For building up the fuzzy NOx prediction models, the FLEXFIS approach
(short for FLEXible Fuzzy Inference Systems) is applied, which automatically extracts an appropriate number of rules and fuzzy sets by an evolving version of vector quantization (eVQ) and estimates the consequent parameters of Takagi-Sugeno
fuzzy systems with the local learning approach in order to optimize the least squares
functional. The predictive power of the fuzzy NOx prediction models is compared
with that one achieved by physical-oriented models based on high-dimensional engine data recorded during steady-state and dynamic engine states.
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Introduction and Motivation

Automotive antipollution legislation are increasingly stringent, which boost
technology innovations for the control of engine emissions. A combination of
active methods (which directly address the pollutant formation mechanism)
and passive methods (which avoid the pollutant emission) is needed. Between
the first, innovations in fuel injection and combustion systems, and also exhaust gas recirculation [1], have been successfully applied to spark ignited and
compressed ignited engines.
Passive methods include three-way catalytic converters, oxidation catalytic
converters, diesel particulate filters, NOx (nitrogen oxides) adsorbers or selective reduction catalyst [2]. Several of these technologies need the pollutant
production to be known in order to control the addition of different additives
needed for the system operation or regeneration.
In this frame, pollutant emission models (in particular NOx models) are currently under development to be included in the engine control system and the
on-board diagnostic system. This action is necessary particularly to optimise
the control of NOx after-treatment devices as NOx traps and selective reduction catalyst. NOx is one of the more important pollutants in compression ignited engines. NOx formation is mostly due to the oxidation of the atmospheric
nitrogen during the combustion process at high local temperatures, which is
explained through the well known extended Zeldovich formation mechanism
[3] (although some additional mechanisms can occur [4]).
There are several ways for estimating the amount of a given pollutant that
reaches the after-treatment device [5]:
• A direct mapping of the pollutant emitted by a reference engine as a function
of rotation speed and torque can be used. This method, usually implemented
as a series of look-up tables, is straightforward because it has exactly the
same structure of many other maps already available in the ECU, and hence
calibration engineers can easily calibrate them.
• A physical-based model developed by engine experts (based on the knowledge of the inner physics), based on some engine operating parameters continuously registered by the ECU can be used.
• A direct measurement of the pollutant emission in the exhaust gases can be
performed.
Although the latter option is ideal because is the only that fully addresses
the diagnosis function, the technology in order to be able to produce low cost,
precise and drift-free sensors, however, is still under development depending
on the considered pollutant [6]. Hence, emission models are of great interest,
leaving the first two options.
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Direct engine maps are usually unable to compensate for production variations
and variations in the operating conditions (e.g., warming-up of the engine,
altitude, external temperature, etc.) in the engine along the vehicle lifetime.
Hence, they are usually not flexible enough to predict the NOx content with
sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, important human intervention is needed for
fixing the structure and the input variables of the model, which is usually
time-intensive as model calibration is complex and difficult to automate.
Physical-based models compensate this weakness of direct engine maps by
including a deeper knowledge of experts about the emission behaviour of an
engine. However, this direct physical approach based on the complete tracking
of the NO formation kinetics is usually discarded for the online application
because of the huge computational power required and because excellent description of the flame instantaneous local conditions is needed. Furthermore,
the deduction of physical-based models often require significant development
time and is usually very specific (applicable only for one concrete engine).
Reviews and different model implementations can be found in the literature
[7–9].

1.1

Our Fuzzy Modelling Approach

Our modelling approach tries to find a compromise between a physical-oriented
and a pure mapping approach (the latter usually only applicable in lower
dimensional spaces) by extracting automatically high-dimensional non-linear
fuzzy models from static as well as dynamic measurements recorded during
the test phases of an engine. These measurements reflect the emission behavior of the corresponding engine and hence provide a representation of the
intrinsic relations between some physical measurement channels (such as temperatures, pressures, engine speed, torque etc.) and the NOx concentration
in the exhaust gases in the emission. Our methodology of a machine-learning
driven building up of fuzzy models is able to recognize this relation and hence
to map input values (from a subset of measurement channels) onto the NOx
concentration (used as target) appropriately, fully automatically and with high
precision. The learning algorithm consists of two phases, the first phase estimates the clusters in the product space (input/output) space with an iterative
batch learning variant of the evolving vector quantization method eVQ [10],
which are associated with rules; the second phase completes the learning by
estimating linear weights in the consequent hyper-planes of the models (serving as piecewise local linear approximators and hence providing some kind of
interpretability) with a weighted least squares approach.
The fuzzy model generation process proposed in this paper benefits of automated model generation with very low human intervention. As will be demon3

strated in Section 4, the complete model validation and final training phase is
performed completely automatically (without any parameter tuning phases as
optimal parameters are elicited over a pre-defined grid), just the data needs
to be recorded before hand On the other hand, physical-based models usually
need a long setting-up phase where physical relations and boundary conditions
are specified. In the case of higher order CFD models, this includes laborious
tasks as geometry definition, grid generation, etc. while in simpler look-up table mapping alternatives the definition of the number of tables, their size and
input signals, the general model structure and how the different tables outputs
are combined, sums up a considerable development time. Presented automated
model generation can shorten this process, and also the data fitting process.
When comparing our fuzzy modelling approach to look-up table mapping, the
number of data needed in the presented fuzzy approach is similar. This is due
for the over-parameterization usually present in look-up table mapping, which
complicates the fitting process due to the high dimensionality of the problem
(this over-parameterization is usually preferred by the engine manufacturers
in order to provide fine-tuning capabilities during the latter phases of the engine production). Another advantage of the presented methodology is that the
model structure and the automated model training can simultaneously deal
with both steady and dynamical data, thus shortcoming the existence of two
different engine states. This way to proceed is not straightforward in complex
physical-based models, where steady state tests are usually served for a first
model tuning, while in a second iteration dynamical tests are used.

Finally, our modelling approach provides the possibility of model adaptation
and refinement during on-line operation mode. That could be used for further
improving the models on demand, for instance the inclusion of new operating
conditions or system states, not being present in the original measurements.
This also helps to reduce the effort for measurement recordings and data
collection during the initial off-line experiment phase.

The paper is organized in the following way:

• Section 2 provides a deep insight into the experimental setup we used at
an engine test bench for performing steady and transient tests (in order to
obtain steady state and dynamic measurements).
• Section 3 describes the fuzzy modelling component, including the aspects
of data pre-processing, the applied model architecture and the concrete
training algorithm.
• Section 4 provides an extensive evaluation of the fuzzy models trained from
steady state and transient measurements and a mixture of these.
• Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of achieved and open issues.
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Fig. 1. Lay-out of the engine test bench.
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2.1

Experimental setup and DoE

Experimental setup

The lay-out of the test bench is shown in Figure 1. The engine was a commonrail diesel engine, equipped with a waste gate (WG) and an exhaust recirculation (EGR) system. The engine control was performed by means of an
externally calibrable ECU in a way that boost pressure, exhaust gas recirculation rate and injection characteristics could be modified during the tests.
Additional details on the engine characteristics and acquisition system can be
found in [11–13].
Two different test campaigns, covering steady and transient operation, were
performed. Next paragraphs cover main characteristics of the tests done.

2.2

Steady tests

A test design comprising 363 steady operation tests was done. Tests ranged
from full load to idle operation, and different repetitions varying EGR rate (i.e.
oxygen concentration in the intake gas), boost pressure, air charge temperature
5
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Fig. 2. Operating conditions for tests in steady operation.

and coolant temperature were done. Figure 2 summarizes the variation of the
control variables for the data set.
Test procedure for each one of the steady tests was as follows:
(1) Operation point is fixed, and stability of the signals is checked. This last
issue is specially critical because the slow thermal transients in the engine
operation.
(2) Data is acquired during 30 s.
(3) Data is averaged for the full test.
(4) Data is checked for detecting errors, which are corrected when possible.
The last two steps are usually done offline. As a result of this procedure, steady
test campaign produced a data matrix were each row corresponds to a specific
test, while each column contained the value from a measured or calculated
variable (such as engine speed, intake air mass, boost pressure etc.).
6
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Fig. 3. Engine speed and injected fuel mass profiles for the four tested transient
tests.

2.3

Transient tests

A second test campaign covering several engine transient tests was performed.
Tested transient covered European MVEG homologation cycle and several
driving conditions. Figure 3 shows the engine speed and torque profiles during
an MVEG cycle (top left plot), a sportive driving profile in a mountain road
(top right plot) and two different synthetic profiles (bottom plots). Several
repetitions of the last two tests were done varying EGR and WG control
references, in a way that EGR rate and boost pressure are varied from one
test to another.
Dynamical test results are stored in a set of matrices (one matrix for each
sampling frequency), where each row corresponds to the measured and calculated variables (in columns) for a given sampling instant. Down-sampling
or interpolation (zero-order or piecewise linear) techniques can be used for
compacting all matrices in a single matrix.
7

In opposition to steady state tests, where each test provides an independent
row of averaged values, here a matrix of dynamically dependent measurements
is provided. Engine and measurement chain dynamics and delays can affect the
different measurement channels very differently, which complicates the evaluation of the cross dependencies. In addition, during dynamical operation the
engine reaches states that are not reachable in steady operation. For example,
during a cold start the engine coolant temperature is always lower than the
nominal coolant temperature, which needs several minutes for being reached.
That means that dynamical tests are needed for the system excitation, since
nor all system states can be tested in steady tests, neither the full operation
range. In Figure 4 boost and exhaust pressures are represented for the steady
tests and for a dynamical driving cycle, note that the range of the variation
during the transient operation clearly exceeds that of the steady operation.
Furthermore, steady tests do not show the dynamical (i.e. temporal) effects.
As a direct consequence, uniquely considering steady tests for model fit will
not ensure the applicability of the model during transient operation (but they
are intensively used in current practice because they are easier to perform, to
measure and to interpret).

3

3.1

Fuzzy model identification and training

Pre-processing the data

Our fuzzy modelling component is applicable to any type of data, no matter
whether they were collected from steady-state or from dynamic processes (denoted in this paper as steady-state or dynamic data, respectively). The only
assumption is that the data is available in form of a data matrix, where the
rows represent the single measurements and the columns represent the measured variables. This is guaranteed by the data recording and pre-processing
phase as described in the previous section. In case of dynamic data, the matrix
(ev. after some down-sampling procedure) has to be shifted in order to include
time delays of the measurement variables and hence to be able to identify dynamic relationships in form of k-step ahead prediction models. For instance,
in case of a relationship N Ox(k) = f (x1 (k − 1), x2 (k − 1)) with x1 and x2 two
8
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the range of several operating variables during the steady
tests without EGR (black points), those with EGR (grey points) and during the
transient test represented at the right top plot in Figure 3 (light grey line).
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with N the number of collected measurements in sum. In case of a mixed data
set (steady-state and dynamic data) for achieving a single model, in order
to prevent time-intensive on-line checks and switches between two different
models, the static data is appended at the end of the dynamic data matrix,
by copying the same (static) value of the variables to all of their time delays
applied in the dynamic data matrix.
3.2

Model Architecture

For the fuzzy modelling component (based on the pre-pared data sets), we
exploit the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model architecture [14] with Gaussian membership functions and product operator, also known as fuzzy basis function
networks [15] and defined by:
fˆ(~x) = ŷ =

C
X

li Ψi (~x)

(1)

i=1

with the normalized membership functions
Pp

− 12

Ψi (~x) =

j=1

e
PC

− 12

k=1

e

(xj −cij )2
σ2
ij

Pp
j=1

(xj −ckj )2
σ2
kj

(2)

and consequent functions
li = wi0 + wi1 x1 + wi2 x2 + ... + wip xp

(3)

The symbol xj denotes the j-th input variable (static or dynamically timedelayed), cij the center and σij the width of the Gaussian fuzzy set in the j-th
premise part of the i-th rule. Universal approximation capabilities for this type
of fuzzy system was shown in [16] (existence) and extended to a constructive
approach in [17]. This is an essential aspect, as it can be concluded that a
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system is able to approximate any non-linear relationship
with a pre-defined (wished) accuracy. Furthermore, a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy
system does not only provide a highly non-linear model architecture, being
able to approximate complex dependencies between system variables, but also
an interpretable meaning in form of linguistic rules, which are given by (here
for the ith rule):
Rulei : IF x1 IS µi1 AND...AND xp IS µip THEN
li = wi0 + wi1 x1 + wi2 x2 + ... + wip xp

(4)

with µij the Gaussian membership functions. Often, it is criticized that the
consequents have a poor interpretable power [18] as represented by hyper10

planes instead of fuzzy partitions for which linguistic labels (or hedges [19,20])
can be applied. However, it depends on the application which variant of consequents is preferred. For instance, in control or identification problems it is
often interesting to know in which parts the model behaves almost constant
or which influence the different variables have in different regions [21] — this
can be directly read from the (normalized) linear parameter values (close to 0
or not) which can be interpreted as variable importance weights in the corresponding regions, achieving an embedded local feature weighting and selection
approach — as e.g. in [22].
3.3

Model Training Procedure

Our model training procedure consists of two main phases:
• The first phase estimates the number, position and range of influence of the
fuzzy rules and the fuzzy sets in their antecedent parts.
• The second phase estimates the linear consequent parameters by applying
a local learning approach [23] with the help of a weighted least squares
optimization function.
The first phase is achieved by finding an appropriate cluster partition in the
produce space with the help of evolving vector quantization (eVQ) [10], which
is an extension of conventional vector quantization approach [24] and is able to
extract the required number of rules automatically (by evolving new clusters
on demand). This algorithm was designed for incremental on-line clustering,
but can be applied to any off-line batch clustering step as well (as an off-line
data matrix can be divided up into single samples and therefore sample-wise
sent into the incremental learning process). The basic steps of this algorithm
are:
(1) Checking whether a newly loaded sample (from the off-line data matrix)
fits into the current cluster partition; this is achieved by checking whether
an already existing cluster is close enough to the current data sample, i.e.
whether the following condition holds:
k~x − ~cwin kA ≥ ρ
where the vigilance parameter ρ is obtained by
√
p+1
ρ = f ac ∗ √
2

(5)

(6)

The dependency of ρ on the p + 1-dimensional space diagonal can be
explained with the so-called curse of dimensionality effect: the higher the
dimension, the greater the distance between two adjacent data samples;
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therefore, the larger the parameter ρ should get in order to prevent the
algorithm to generate too many clusters and causing strong over-fitting
effects. f ac is a scaling parameter which can be tuned within a parameter
grid search scenario (see Section 4). Condition (5) can be extended by
treating the output dimension as a special case, and always evolving
new clusters when the distance with respect to this dimension exceeds
a pre-defined threshold (denoted as FLEXFIS Variant B in [25]). Here,
however, we focus on the original native version FLEXFIS Variant A, as
usually outperforming the B variant.
(2) If condition (5) is not fulfilled (i.e. the current sample fits into the current
cluster partition), update the nearest cluster center ~cwin by shifting it
towards the current data sample:
(new)

(old)

(old)

~cwin = ~cwin + ηwin (~x − ~cwin )

(7)

— a decreasing learning gain ηwin over the number of samples forming
the winning cluster is important for convergence reasons. We start with
a gain of 0.5, updating the centers half-way to new samples and then
conduct an exponential decrease by:
η=

0.5
kwin

(8)

with kwin the number of samples forming the winning cluster, i.e. for
which the winning cluster was the nearest one. Due to this exponential
decrease, we achieve a convergence to the real centers of the data clouds,
which behaves similar to the k-means algorithms (in fact, conventional
vector quantization is an sample-wise version of k-means [24]).
(3) If condition (5) is fullfilled, a new cluster is born in order to cover the
input/output space sufficiently well; its center is set to the current data
sample and the algorithm continues with the next sample.
(4) Estimating the range of influence of all clusters by calculating the variance
in each dimension based on those data samples responsible for forming
the single clusters.
In original eVQ the last step was performed during the incremental learning
process with the help of recursive variance formula [26]; for the batch case,
the ranges of influence can be estimated in a post-processing manner (after
all centers have been correctly placed). We also want to emphasize that the
movement of cluster centers is restricted within a radius of value ρ (otherwise,
new clusters are born according to Step 3). This enforces a kind of regularization effect in form of moves within local regions. Therefore, only one iteration
over the whole data set (instead of multiple ones as carried out in conventional
vector quantization) is necessary, which makes the whole eVQ algorithm very
fast — see [27]. An extension of the algorithm above is presented in [10], where
not the distances to the cluster centers, but to the clusters’ ellipsoidal surfaces
12

Fig. 5. Horizontal projection of three clusters onto the input axes x1 and x2 to form
fuzzy sets and three rules.

(represented by the range of influences in each direction) are taken as criterion
for evolving new ones: this may prevent the generation of new clusters near
already existing ones having big spread. A further extension to eVQ is here
proposed by including a cluster procrastination strategy, i.e. when a sample
does not fit into the current cluster partition, then not immediately a new
cluster (rule) is born, but it is waited for more samples to appear in the same
region (in fact at least 10 samples have to form a cluster, such that a rule is
generated from it). This prevents the algorithm to generate clusters in case of
outliers, high noise samples or even faults in the data set. This was a necessary
step in case of our engine measurements, as containing significant noise and
also some unique outliers.
Once the local regions (clusters) are elicited, they are projected from the
high-dimensional space to the one-dimensional axes to form the fuzzy sets as
antecedent parts of the rules. Hereby, one cluster is associated with one rule. A
visualization of this projection concept is shown in Figure 5 (three-dimensional
example, visualized as ground plan), where three two-dimensional clusters are
projected to the two input axes (the output axes is the third dimension), forming the antecedent parts. The (linear) consequent parameters are estimated by
local learning approach, that is for each rule separately. This is also because
in [28] it is reported that local learning has some favourable advantages over
global learning (estimating the parameters from all rules in one sweep) such
as smaller matrices to be inverted (hence more stable and faster), providing a
better interpretation of the consequent functions (as obtaining local-piecewise
hyper-planes snuggling along the real trend of the non-linear surface) and a
higher flexibility when intending to adjoin new rules on demand (e.g. during an incremental learning phase). The underlying optimisation function is a
weighted least squares problem, defined by

Ji =

N
X
k=1

Ψi (~x(k))e2i (k) −→ min
w

(9)

i

where ei (k) = y(k) − ŷi (k) represents the error of the local linear model in
the kth sample (real measured output value minus estimated output value)
and Ψi the membership degree to the ith rule (serving as weight). With the
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a weighted least squares method is achieved in order to estimate the linear
consequent parameters ŵi for the ith rule:
w
~ˆi = (RiT Qi Ri )−1 RiT Qi ~y

(10)

with Ri the regression matrix containing the original variables (+ some time
delays in case of dynamic data).
In case of an ill-posed problem, i.e. the matrix RiT Qi Ri singular or nearly
singular, we apply the estimation of consequents by including a Tichonov
regularization [29] step, that is we obtain:
w
~ˆi = (RiT Qi Ri + αI)−1 RiT Qi ~y

(11)

with α a regularization parameter. In literature there exists a huge number
of regularization parameter choice methods, a comprehensive survey can be
found in [30,31]. Here, we use an own developed heuristic method, proven
to be efficient in both, computational performance and accuracy of the final
obtained fuzzy models [32]:
• We compute the condition of the matrix RiT Qi Ri by cond(RiT Qi Ri ) = λλmax
min
with λmax the largest and λmin the smallest eigenvalue.
• If cond(RiT Qi Ri ) > threshold, the matrix is badly conditioned and we set
α=

2λmax
threshold

with threshold a large value, 1015 .
• Else, we set α = 0
Our fuzzy modelling approach, called FLEXFIS, which is short for FLEXible
Fuzzy Inference Systems [25], was originally developed for the incremental
on-line case where single samples are recorded during on-line mode and the
fuzzy system automatically updated based on these samples without using
any prior (off-line or on-line recorded) samples. There, first the antecedent
parts are updated and new rules evolved on demand by using Steps 1 to 4 as
described above, and then the linear parameters are incrementally estimated
in a single-pass manner by a recursive fuzzily weighted least squares approach
14

(deduced from the recursive weighted least squares [33]) following the local
learning spirit and defined by the following formulas:
w
~ˆi (k + 1) = w
~ˆi (k) + γ(k)(y(k + 1) − ~rT (k + 1)w
~ˆi (k))
γ(k) =

1
Ψi (~
x(k+1))

Pi (k)~r(k + 1)
+ ~rT (k + 1)Pi (k)~r(k + 1)

(12)
(13)

Pi (k + 1) = (I − γ(k)~rT (k + 1))Pi (k)
(14)
with Ψi (~x(k + 1)) the normalized membership function value for the (k +
1)th data sample, Pi (k) the weighted inverse Hessian matrix and ~r(k + 1) =
[1 x1 (k + 1) x2 (k + 1) . . . xp (k + 1)]T the regressor values of the (k + 1)th
data point, which is the same for all i rules. This also means that our approach for NOx emission modelling has the option to be adaptable with further recorded measurements without the necessity of a complete re-building
and re-evaluation phase, which may be time-intensive (especially in case of
a huge amount of data, high-dimensionality and large parameter grids in the
validation process). A specific characteristics of our fuzzy modelling approach
is that the parameters are converging to a near-optimal solution in the least
squares sense, although permanent structural changes in the antecedent parts
happen. However due to the specific adaptation of the learning gain as in (8)
(decreasing with the number of samples), a monotonic decreasing behavior of
the correction terms which are used in order to balance out the non-optimal
solution can be achieved, finally bounding the deviation to optimality. For
further details and proofs refer to [25].

4

4.1

Evaluation

Evaluation procedure

Experimental tests presented in Section 2 were used for evaluating the performance of our fuzzy modelling technique presented. For that, data was rearranged in different data sets, namely:
• A steady-state data set including all 363 measurements.
• A dynamic data including the 42 independent tests delivering 217550 measurements in sum: this data set was down-sampled to 21755 measurements
by taking every 10th sample from the original data matrix. 16936 of these
down-sampled measurements were used for final training of the fuzzy models, the remaining ones for testing its generalization performance.
• Mixed data which appends the steady-state data to the dynamic measurements to form one data set where the fuzzy models are trained from. This
is a specific novelty in our approach that we generate one unique model
15

including dynamic and static data (not possible for physical-oriented approach).
In order to establish a baseline, fuzzy model results were compared with those
obtained with a simple physical-oriented model. This physical-based model,
whose structure is depicted in figure 6, is composed by a mean value engine
model (MVEM) similar to the one presented in [34] and a NOx emission model
which correlates the NOx emissions with several operating variables, mainly
engine speed, load and oxygen concentration at the intake manifold.
Fig. 6. Basic schema of the physical-oriented model used.

The MVEM used is able to provide an estimate of the oxygen concentration at
the intake manifold from several measured variables (as engine speed, coolant
temperature, EGR valve position, intake manifold pressure, injected fuel mass,
fresh air mass flow). This MVEM takes into account the well-known emptyingand-filling dynamical behavior of the induction and exhaust system, and also
of the turbocharger; however, MVEMs do not consider wave effects and some
components (like turbo-compressor and turbine) are modelled using simple
look-up tables or low-order mathematical expressions.
The applied NOx model used several look-up tables which provided NOx nominal production and corrective parameters which depended on the operative
conditions. For identifying the relevant operative condition and fixing the NOx
model structure, several thousands of simulation of a Zeldovich mechanismbased code [35] were used. Once the final model structure was fixed, it was
fitted on the basis of experimental results. Figure 7 shows the results of this
model when tested on the steady data set. A major portion of the errors lie
Fig. 7. Physical-based model results when applied to steady tests.

in the 10% range, see the histogram plot at the right side in Figure 7.
A first-order dynamic filter was used for adapting the model for the prediction
of the NOx emitted during the transient tests. Filter parameters were hand
tuned and a quite satisfactory result was encountered. Figure 8 illustrates the
results of the physical-based model applied to four fragments of the transient
tests. Additionally, a sub-set of 8 transient tests (out of 42) selected for valiFig. 8. Physical-based model results (black) when applied to four fragments of the
transient tests shown in Figure 3 and experimental measurement (grey).

dation purposes for the different models presented in the present paper were
checked against the physical model, as shown in Figure 9. Compared to the
16

results on static data, the spread of the errors is wider. This is no surprise, as
the dynamic data includes different engine states during on-line mode, even a
warm-up phase.
Fig. 9. Physical-based model results when applied to the transient tests (subsampled
to 1 Hz frequency)

In the subsequent sections, we present the results achieved by our fuzzy modeling approach and compare with the results from physical-based models.

4.2

Fuzzy modelling

For the fuzzy model testing, we used the nine essential input channels used
in the physical-oriented model (which were selected as a result of a sensitivity
analysis with a higher order physical-based model) which were extended by a
set of additional 30 measurement channels, used as intermediate variables in
the physical model (such as EGR rate, intake manifold oxygen concentration,
etc.). For the dynamic and mixed data set all of these were delayed up to 10
samples (according to the procedure as described in Section 3.1). This together
with the down-sampling rate of 10 finally means that we look into the past up
to 10 seconds.
We split the measurements into two data sets, one for model evaluation and
final training and one for model testing (final validation). Model evaluation
is performed within a 10-fold cross-validation procedure [36] coupled with a
best parameter grid search scenario. For the latter a parameter grid for our
fuzzy modelling component is defined consisting of two dimensions. The first
dimension iterates over the number of inputs as not the full input space is
used due to the curse of dimensionality effect, from which fuzzy models often
suffer (by providing local partitioning of the input/output space in form of
rules)
[28]. The
second dimension iterates over the vigilance parameter from
√
√
p
p
√
√
0.1 2 to 0.9 2 (with p the dimensionality of the input/output space) which
is the essential parameter steering the number of generated rules: this is the
distance threshold parameter deciding whether for a new data sample a new
cluster should be emerged or not. In order to choose appropriate inputs, i.e. the
inputs which are most important for achieving a model with high accuracy, we
apply a modified version of forward selection [37] as filter approach before the
actual training process. This technique returns a list of variables according to
the importance levels (most important variables first), such that a successive
adding of variables within the grid search process may provide models with
high qualities. However, this is only true up to a certain dimension, as than
the error curve (on separate test samples) again tends to increase due to over17

fitting and curse of dimensionality → input selection necessary for achieving
optimal performance. This problem is well-known as bias-variance tradeoff
[38].
Once the 10-fold cross-validation is finished for all the defined grid points (in
the two-dimensional space over the number of inputs and the vigilance parameter), we take those parameter setting for which the CV error, measured in
terms of the mean absolute error between predicted and real measured target
(NOx), is minimal; we also call this optimal parameter setting as minimizing
the expected error on new samples (note that the CV error is a good approximation of the real expected prediction error, according to [38]). For this
optimal parameter setting, we train a final model using all training data and
perform an evaluation on the separate test data set.

4.3

4.3.1

Results and Assessment

Selected Features

In order to reduce the curse of dimensionality effect and to improve the predictive accuracy of the fuzzy models, the most informative channels (most
important ones for approximating the NOx emission channel) are selected
before the real modelling process starts. In case of steady-state data, the following 10 measurement channels could be elicited as the most important ones:
injected fuel mass (mf ), recirculated gas temperature (Tegr ), start of injection
(SOI), gas composition at the intake manifold (which is estimated through
the product of the EGR ratio and the fuel-to-air ratio, EGR · Fr ), intake gas
temperature (Tint ), atmospheric pressure (patm ), engine coolant temperature
Tw , atmospheric temperature Tatm and two factors which normalise the variation of the engine charge (admitted air mass plus EGR mass) and of the
coolant temperature. This automatic selection of channels concentrates on
the physical quantities being responsible of the NOx formation: injected fuel
and injection settings, and also of the engine charge composition, quantity
and temperature, being all of them of great importance in the NOx formation
mechanisms [5].
For the dynamic and mixed data set, the selection, as in the steady data,
includes channels related with the air loop (air mass flow, EGR rate and composition) and also of the nominal behaviour of the engine (base map of the
NOx emissions, which is included as a part of the physical model parametrisation). Together with the channel selected, a delay is also identified (for example
the coolant temperature Tw is delayed ten samples). A quite similar channel
selection is done when considering dynamic and mixed data sets; this is quite
intuitive as the static data set just completes the dynamic data set, which is
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Fig. 10. Prediction results from machine-learning based NOx emission model obtained by fuzzy modelling when using static data set; left: correlation between predicted and measured values, middle: absolute error over all samples, right: distribution of the normalized error
Fig. 11. Measured (dark line) versus predicted (light line) NOx content for four
portions of dynamic test data, also used for verifying the predictive accuracy of the
physical-based model, compare with Figure 8

the same as used for the pure dynamic approach.

4.3.2

Predictive Performance

Figure 10 visualizes the results obtained for the static data set, the included
figures showing the correlation between predicted and measured values (left
most plot), the absolute error over all samples (middle plot) and the histogram
of the errors normalized to the unit interval were generated in the same style
as for the results from the physical-based model (shown in Figure 7); hence, a
direct visual comparison is possible. From the left most plot, it is easy to realize
that the samples are concentrated around the first median, which indicates a
model with reasonable predictive accuracy: the closer the distances of these
samples to the first median are, the better the accuracy of the model. The
middle plot shows the absolute error over the 363 samples. A major portion
of of these lie around 0, indicating that for most of the measurements a high
predictive quality can be achieved. The right data plot shows the distribution
of the errors normalized to the unit interval, a big portion lying around 0. For
comparison purposes, Figure 7 presents the same data plot results when using
the physical model on the 363 samples. From this we can realize that the error
performance is slightly worse as in case of fuzzy modelling, as it is summarized
in Table 1 below (the normalized MAE is around 20% worse in case of physical
models). A more clear improvement of the fuzzy modelling approach over the
physical-based model can be realized when comparing the two right most
plots in Figures 10 and 7: significantly more samples are distributed around
0 error, also the number of samples causing an absolute deviation of 0.05 (so
samples causing 0.05 or -0.05 error) is higher when using our fuzzy modelling
component.
In case of dynamic data, we produced results on the same portion of test data
as used in the physical model and shown in Figure 8. Figure 11 visualizes the
predicted (black line) versus measured values (grey line) on the same portion
of test data and hence can be directly compared with the results in Figure
8. Obviously, our model is able to follow the highly fluctuating trend of the
measured NOx content during dynamic system states quite well (compare lines
in dark predicted values with light measured values); it also performs similarly
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Fig. 12. Prediction results from machine-learning based NOx emission model obtained by fuzzy modelling when using dynamic data set; left most: correlation between predicted and measured values, middle: absolute error over all samples, right:
distribution of the normalized error
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13. Prediction results from machine-learning based NOx emission model obtained by fuzzy modelling when using mixed data set: (a): tested on static data,
(b): tested on dynamic data; in both images: left: correlation between predicted
and measured values, middle: absolute error over all samples, right: distribution of
normalized error

as the physical-based model (except the first portion where it deteriorates the
performance slightly), showing again the prediction capabilities of the fuzzy
modelling approach.
Additionally, we again show the correlation and error distribution plots (as also
done for static data) in Figure 12. Here we can realize that the performance
deteriorates compared to static data, however, the worsening in the prediction
is similar to the one obtained with the physical model (Figure 9), also compare
the normalized MAEs in Table 1.
One major problem in the physical modelling approach is that the static model
must be modified for being applied to dynamic data. Checking whether a
steady state or a dynamic measurement requires often a too time-intensive
feedback loop in the on-line system, such that it would be nice to have one
model at hand. In fact, someone may simply use the dynamic model for static
measurements or vice versa. However, this is somewhat risky, as significant
extrapolation situation may arise (compare Figure 4). Hence, it is a big challenge to have one single model for transient and steady states available. This
can be accomplished with our fuzzy modelling approach by using the data set
extension as demonstrated in 3.1 and apply the FLEXFIS (batch) modelling
procedure. The results of this procedure are listed in Table 1 and the correlation and error plots visualized in Figure 13, where the results on separate
static test data and dynamic test data are shown independently in two figures
(above and below). It is easy to realize that similar results are obtained when
using two separate models on dynamic and static data (compare the two plots
in 13 with Figures 10 (for static data) and 12 (for dynamic data)). This is further underlined in the error measures presented in Table 1 below. The question
remains whether it would have been possible to generate one model for one
system state case (static or dynamic) and use this one to predict the NOx
content for the others. The answer to this is presented in Figure 14, where
the upper image represents the results when applying a dynamic model on
static test data and the lower one the opposite. From this figure, it is easy to
realize that such a model does not make sense, as increasing the error between
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 14. Prediction results from machine-learning based NOx emission model obtained by fuzzy modelling when using dynamic and tested on static data set (a)
resp. using static and tested on dynamic data set (b); in both images: upper: correlation between predicted and measured values, lower left: distribution of the error,
lower right: errors for predicted values
Table 1
Comparison of the prediction error (normalized MAE) of our fuzzy modelling component on various data sets, with physical model and with other data-driven modelling techniques (second part of table)
Method

MAE Static

MAE Dyn.

MAE Mixed / Static

MAE Mixed / Dyn.

Fuzzy

1.32

2.04

1.61

2.46

Physical

1.57

2.23

NA

NA

Ridge Regr.

2.91

3.04

5.76

2.76

SVR

3.61

3.44

4.94

4.61

ANFIS

2.37

3.26

4.04

4.74

NN

1.49

2.65

7.06

3.49

estimated and real measured NOx content in the emission significantly (in
fact, achieving 5.50 MAE in case of static data tested on dynamic model, 6.06
MAE in case of dynamic tested on static model — compare with other values
in Table 1). From this, we can conclude that mixed models trained from both
dynamic and static data are necessary 1.) in order to circumvent time-intensive
switches between two models and 2.) to provide reliable predictions.
A final comparison on the mean absolute error in numbers is presented in Table 1 for all data sets, the last column marks the corresponding figure. In the
first column the modelling approach (fuzzy resp. physical modelling on static,
dynamic or mixed data) is listed before the slash, whereas after the slash the
type of test data is indicated. The error is demonstrated by the normalized
version of MAE (normalized by the range of the NOx values). The latter shows
the relative deviation in percent. The first part of this table is dedicated to
the comparison between our fuzzy modelling approach and physical-oriented
analytical models, following the error plots above. The second part (after the
double line) shows the error achieved by four other data-driven modelling approaches, namely ridge regression (robust linear regression by performing QR
decomposition) [39] (available in statistics toolbox), support vector regression
(SVR) [40,41] (using lib-SVM implementation), ANFIS (adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference systems) [42] (implemented in MATLAB’s fuzzy logic toolbox) and
generalized regression neural networks [43] (available in MATLAB’s neural
network toolbox). These are again applied within a best parameter grid search
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scenario coupled with 10-fold cross-validation, where the optimal parameter
setting (leading to the lowest CD error) is used for training the final model
which is again evaluated with the separate test data set. The parameters to
be steered are the number of inputs (= number of linear parameters) in case
of ridge regression, the parameters C and γ in case of SVR, where the range
of these are following the guidelines mentioned in the lib-SVM user documentation [44], the number of rules in case of ANFIS and the number of neurons
(controlled by the spread) in case of generalized regression neural networks.
From these error numbers in Table 1 (second column), we can conclude that
our fuzzy modelling approach is out-performing all other data-driven modelling techniques significantly, no matter whether applied for static, mixed
and dynamic data set (in most cases for static data more significantly than
for dynamic data). The same performance problems arose for the other datadriven modelling approaches when training models on static data and testing
them with dynamic data and vice versa, dropping MAE normalized by more
than 100% (hence, we neglect these numbers in the second part of the table).
Together with the aspect of providing rules with some interpretable quality
and therefore gaining linguistic insight (see subsequent section), we can conclude that fuzzy modelling with FLEXFIS is in fact a very good choice for a
data-driven design of NOx prediction models.

4.3.3

Model Complexities and Computation Times

Table 2 shows the obtained model complexities of the final fuzzy models when
trained on the whole set of training data by using the optimal parameter setting elicited during the 10-fold cross-validation coupled with best parameter
grid search scenario. The second column demonstrates the number of inputs,
finally used in the models (these were below 10 in all fuzzy modeling cases),
the third column represents the number of rules in the final models — in the
dynamic case this number turned out to be quite low: 11 rules were feasible
for setting up a reliable model; for the physical models, the number of look-up
tables are reported instead of the number of rules, for SVR the number of
support vectors, for neural networks the number of neurons, summarized as
’structural elements’ in Column#3, as these are all responsible for the final
degree of non-linearity/flexibility and transparency of the models. Compared
to the other data-driven modelling techniques, our fuzzy approach could in
large cases provide models with lower number of inputs and less structural
components. An exception is the ANFIS approach, which could provide less
complexity of the final achieved neuro-fuzzy model in case of dynamic data
set (3 inputs, 8 rules compared to 8 inputs, 11 rules obtained with FLEXFIS). However, the accuracy of the model suffers significantly (3.26 versus
2.04 normalized MAE in case of dynamic data). Another exception are the
generalized regression neural network, which provide an optimal final model
by using only two inputs (instead of 9 in FLEXFIS) in the case of mixed data
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Table 2
Comparison of obtained model complexities (of the model trained based on the best
parameter setting) and computation times needed in average for one model training
step and in average for predicting one single sample, the latter representing the
on-line prediction response
Modelling

# of Inputs

# of Structural Components

Comp Time Training
Prediction in sec.

Fuzzy static

5

14

0.08 / 0.0006

Fuzzy dynamic

8

11

9.96 / 0.0045

Fuzzy mixed

9

22

10.07 / 0.0049

Physical static

7

17

NA

Physical dyn.

7

static + 1

NA

Ridge regression static

21

21

0.028 / 0.00039

Ridge regression dynamic

20

20

3.823 / 0.00039

Ridge regression mixed

16

16

3.89 / 0.00028

SVR static

15

23

0.18 / 0.00029

SVR dynamic

15

135

10.14 / 0.000465

SVR mixed

5

358

10.46 / 0.00083

ANFIS static

5

32

1.08 / 0.000126

ANFIS dynamic

3

8

15.00 / 0.000039

ANFIS mixed

6

64

164.00 / 0.0049

NN static

20

230

0.11 / 0.0011

NN dynamic

20

155

41.71 / 0.011

NN mixed

2

20

1.93 / 0.0043

set. However, it heavily suffers from model bias (7.06 normalized MAE versus 1.61 in case of static data). Regarding computation times (last column in
Table 2), all approaches are performing pretty fast, especially for predicting
new samples; there were some problems with ANFIS training approach when
increasing the input dimensionality to above 5 in case of dynamic and mixed
data sets (¿ 15000 training samples), as slowing down significantly during the
learning phase — this can be explained by the exponential explosion of the
number of rules. Some examples of fuzzy sets and rules for the dynamic case
are shown in Figures 15 and 16, the variables were normalized to [0, 1] before
hand for comparison purpose in the rules consequents: higher absolute values
indicate a higher impact of the variables in the corresponding local regions.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 15. Fuzzy sets for the two input variables (from (a) to (b)) EGR (gas composition at the intake manifold) and Tint (intake gas temperature)

Rule 1: If
mf Is LOW And
EGR Is VLOW And
SOI Is LOW And
EGR · Fr Is MEDIUM And
Tint Is MEDIUM And
Then
NOx =
0.0283*mf +0.1747*EGR
+0.2998*SOI-0.033*EGR · Fr
-0.0078*Tint +0.019
Rule 2: If
mf Is HIGH And
EGR Is VLOW And
SOI Is MEDIUM And
EGR · Fr Is LOW And
Tint Is LOW
Then
NOx =
0.416*mf +0.868*EGR
-0.883*SOI-2.65*EGR · Fr
+0.066*Tint +0.841
Rule 3: If
mf Is MEDIUM And
EGR Is HIGH And
SOI Is MEDIUM And
EGR · Fr Is MEDIUM And
Tint Is HIGH
Then
NOx =
0.373*mf -0.121*EGR
+0.027*SOI-0.341*EGR · Fr
+0.026*Tint +0.16
Fig. 16. Three rule examples obtained with FLEXFIS for the static data set

Also listed the computation times in the last column of Table 2: as we have
used 135 training runs (for 135 knots in the grid), we took the average over all
(final) training runs, leading to a value of around 10 seconds in the dynamic
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data case (including 16936 training samples) and of 0.08 seconds in the static
data case. The computation times for obtaining the prediction of one single
sample with final achieved fuzzy model (corresponding to optimal parameter
setting) are reported in the last column after the slash. In all cases, this value
is below one millisecond, indicating that the fuzzy modeling methods can deal
with quite fast on-line prediction scenarios.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an alternative to conventional NOx prediction
models by training fuzzy models directly from measurement data, representing static and dynamic operation modes. The used fuzzy systems modelling
method was the FLEXFIS approach, which also offers the opportunity that the
models are further updated, extended and improved during on-line mode with
new incoming samples. The fuzzy models could slightly outperform physicalbased models, no matter whether using static and dynamic data sets. Together
with the aspects that
(1) it was also possible to set up a mixed model with high accuracy, which
is able to predict new samples either from static or dynamic operation
modes (such that no time-intensive distinction is necessary), and
(2) to have a kind of plug-and-play method available for setting up new
models (in fact, the fuzzy models are trained and evaluated completely
automatically from data)
(3) it was able to out-perform other data-driven (nearly plug-and-play) modelling techniques based on neuro-fuzzy and neural network architectures
as well as support vector and ridge regression algorithms.
we can conclude that our fuzzy modelling component is in fact a reliable and
good alternative to physical-based models, which for a new engine require
time-intensive re-adjustments, in worst case even re-development phases.
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